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A. **TITLE:** Economics of Health Care

B. **COURSE NUMBER:** ECON 310

C. **CREDIT HOURS:** 3

D. **WRITING INTENSIVE COURSE:** No

E. **COURSE LENGTH:** 15 weeks

F. **SEMESTER(S) OFFERED:** Fall or Spring

G. **HOURS OF LECTURE, LABORATORY, RECITATION, TUTORIAL, ACTIVITY:** 3 lecture hours per week

H. **CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION:** This course introduces students to the discipline of health economics and applies economic concepts to the health care sector. Topics to be covered include the demand for health care, health production and costs, health care markets models, health insurance markets, managed care, structure, conduct and performance of pharmaceutical, physician, and hospital services industries. In addition, the role of government in health care markets and various healthcare reforms proposed in the U.S. and overseas is discussed.

I. **PRE-REQUISITES:** Principles of Macroeconomics (ECON 101) or Principles of Microeconomics (ECON 103) and a minimum 45 credit hours, or permission of instructor.

J. **STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:** Students will be able to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Objective</th>
<th>Institutional SLO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. Apply basic microeconomic concepts to analyze production of health care goods and services.</td>
<td>2. Crit. Thinking 3. Prof. Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Compare methods of economic evaluation (cost-of-illness studies, cost-benefit analysis, cost-utility analysis, and cost-effectiveness analysis) used in health care decisions making.</td>
<td>2. Crit. Thinking 3. Prof. Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Examine economic and noneconomic variables that influence the demand for and supply of health, medical care and health insurance.</td>
<td>2. Crit. Thinking 3. Prof. Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Identify production and cost functions of medical firms (hospitals, physician clinics, nursing homes, and</td>
<td>2. Crit. Thinking 3. Prof. Competence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pharmaceutical companies) and health insurance industry.


g. Explore the changing nature of health and medical care and the implications for medical practice, medical education and research, and health policy. 2. Crit. Thinking 3. Prof. Competence

h. Analyze public policy in health and medical care from an economic perspective. 2. Crit. Thinking 3. Prof. Competence

i. Identify the factors that determine the supply and demand for medical manpower: nurses, technicians, dentists, pharmacists, and physicians. 2. Crit. Thinking 3. Prof. Competence


K. TEXTS: As determined by instructor. Current possible texts include:


L. REFERENCES:


M. EQUIPMENT: Technological enhanced classroom.

N. GRADING METHOD: A – F

O. MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
Case studies analysis, class participation and presentation, research paper, quizzes, tests, essays, and/or exams.

P. DETAILED COURSE OUTLINE:

ECON 310 – ECONOMICS OF HEALTH CARE

I. Introduction to Health Economics
   A. Relevance of Health Economics
   B. Economic Principles applied to Health and Health Care
   C. Empirical Testing of Health Economics Theories
   D. Cost-Benefit, Utility, Minimization, and Effectiveness Analysis

II. Production, Cost and Technology of Health Care
   A. Production of Good Health
   B. Cost Theory of the Representative Medical Firm
   C. Theories and Empirical Studies on the Role of Schooling in Health
   D. Technological Change and Efficiency Analysis

III. Demand for Health Capital
   A. Theory of Human Capital
   B. Investment and Consumption Aspects of Health
   C. Demand for Health Capital
   D. Determinants of Equilibrium of Healthy Days

IV. Demand and Supply of Health Insurance
   A. Theory of Risk and Insurance
B. Demand for Health Insurance
C. Supply of Health Insurance
D. Health Insurance Markets

V. Demand for Health Services
A. Theory of Demand for Health Services
B. Total Utility and Marginal Utility Curves for Health Services
C. Demand Curves for Health Services
D. Health Insurance and Demand for Health Services

VI. Economics of Managed Healthcare
A. Economic Characteristics of Managed Care
B. Development and Growth of Managed Care Plans
C. Modeling Managed Care
D. Managed Care Competition and Technological Change

VII. Economic Behavior of Non-Profit Firms
A. Existence and Prevalence of Non-Profit Firms
B. Non-Profit Firms and Health Care Markets
C. Models of Non-Profit Hospitals
D. Efficiency of Non-Profit Firms versus Profit Firms

VIII. Hospital Services Industry
A. Structure of the Hospital Services Industry
B. Hospital Utilization and Costs
C. Conduct of the Hospital Services Industry
D. Performance of the Hospital Services Industry

IX. Physician Services Industry
A. Structure of the Physician Services Industry
B. Model of the Physician’s Practice
C. Conduct of the Physician Services Industry
D. Performance of the Physician Services Industry

X. Pharmaceutical Industry
A. Structure and Regulation of the Pharmaceutical Industry
B. Conduct of the Pharmaceutical Industry
C. Performance of the Pharmaceutical Industry
D. Research/Development and Innovation

XI. Long-Term Care Industry
A. Structure of Long-Term Care Industry
B. Dual Market Model of Nursing Home Pricing
C. Hospice, Home Heath, and Informal Care
D. Performance of Long-Term Care Industry

XII. Health Care Labor Markets
A. Demand for and Supply of Health Care Labor
B. Market for Medical Education
C. Market for Physician Manpower
D. Market for Registered Nurses